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SITE SOLUTIONS SNAPSHOT
A snapshot of the latest news from Site Solutions Ltd.

Skipping the news:
Read the latest Waste Management
related news in this snappy round up:
A number of significant policy and
regulatory changes which govern
the way we manage waste across
the UK are on the horizon. For
example, in Scotland the government
is trying to drive the recycling agenda

There are some things you just can't skip...
We’ve all heard the saying “If it seems too good to be
true, then it probably is”... Sometimes customers tell us
about an ‘amazing deal’ they currently have on their
waste. When you dig a little deeper however, it often
turns out to be not such a great deal after all due to
restrictions and hidden charges or because it is simply
too cheap to trust at all! Unfortunately, as is the case in
most industries, some people just don't play by the rules!
But beware: if your waste is not being handled correctly
by a licensed handler, it could come back on you as the
waste producer! We would like to take this opportunity
to reassure our loyal customers that Site Solutions hold
the appropriate accreditations & insurances and also
ensure our preferred suppliers hold the same.

Read all about it...

The latest blogs, from finding out a bit more about how
we relate to National Beer Day, monkeys & Star Wars!
Click on the headings below to read:

National Beer Day
Monkeys
Star Wars!

LET'S GET SOCIAL!

@SitesolutionsL1

with sweeping restrictions on what
can go to
landfill….https://bit.ly/2I5L7L2

Tesco embraces plastics-to-oil
technology:
UK firm Recycling Technologies is
helping supermarket chain Tesco to
process plastics deemed ‘unrecyclable’
at 10 stores in the Bristol and Swindon
areas: https://bit.ly/2U7JD4m
Can we really clean up the plastic
waste fouling our oceans?
The oceans have become the easy
option for dumping of plastic and other
waste. It has been estimated that we
are adding perhaps 10 million tonnes
every year: https://bit.ly/2uW2h5p

